
When people are invisible, they will do anything in their power to

be seen. When they are quieted, they will do anything in their power to be

heard. Without these two fundamental levels of respect, people are not people

at all; they are simply objects.

We, the Black and Third World students at Brown University, feel as

if we are invisible and voiceless. We have met with University officials on

, numerous occasions in recent weeks and, although we have been listened to,

we have not been heard. With this action, we hope to persuade the University

to hear our concerns on the following issues:

a) We demand a firm and immediate University commitment to a new

Third World Center. Our present physical facility is a disgrace

and is inadequate to serve the needs of Brown's Third World

community. We further feel that the Center's infrastructure

should be re-evaluated. The Center has the potential to be not

only the social and cultural base for the Third World community,

but the academic and intellectual melting pot for Third World

perspectives. With adequate funding and administrative guidance

the Third World Center can meet the needs of both the Third

World students and the general University community.

b) We feel the University owes the Third World community an

explanation of their rationale of response. Meetings with the

senior administrators gave us the impression that we would bargain

in good faith concerning the demands. We did not expect any

policy implementation without administrative input. However, we

certainly felt that we would have the opportunity to explain our

positions thoroughly before we received any recommendations. The

administration met with the Advisory and Executive Committee of

the Corporation to formulate a response to our demands without



ever discussing the specifics of the demands with those who

developed them. We find the actions of the University deplorable.

We sincerely want to invest our trust in the University, however,

they must give us reason to make such an investment.

c) We demand an investigation into the actions of the Director of

Police and Security. On at least two occasions, Mr. Kuprevich

explicitly stated that his department did not and would not

hire extra security to watch the Third World Center. However, it

was later learned that plain clothes officers were indeed

surveilling the Center. Regardless of the Director's rationale

in hiring these officers, it was a "breach of trust. Again, we

will not place our trust in those who purposefully deceive us.

d) We demand that the University commit itself to action. At this

point, the meetings between the negotiating committee and

the Administration have come to an impasse. Both sides agree

that our concerns are valid, however there are vas4- discrepancies

as to how to address these concerns. We are not convinced that

the University is unable to commit itself to specific action

at this point. However, we realize that certain limitations

do exist. At this point, the University should work with the

Third World community to determine a mechanJ^™ that, both in the

short-term and the long-term, can adequately and effectively

address our concerns.



This action is done neither to aggravate or irritate the Administration.

This action is done neither out of the spite nor resentment. Rather, it is done

to express our sense of desperation and commitment. Presently, we, as Black and

Third World students, feel that we are an invisible and voiceless competent

of this University. Our present status is simply not acceptable. As human

beings we feel that we have the fundamental right to be respected and to

be heard. And, until these rights are acknowledged, our struggle will continue.


